The Ultimate in
Writer Technology
• Innovative Hardware & Software
• Improved Writing Experience
• Beautiful Styling

Welcome to the next generation
The Luminex II is far and away the most advanced writer on the market today.
Innovative hardware technology mixed with cutting-edge software creates a writing
machine that is unmatched with its extraordinary degree of precision, custom settings
to fit your preferred writing style, and high level of functionality. Simply put, the
Luminex II provides the finest writing experience ever.

Effortless Writing Experience
The Luminex II is like nothing you’ve ever felt before. With the shortest
stroke and lightest touch we’ve ever offered, feeling is believing. The
Luminex II will help to significantly reduce your pain and fatigue while
producing unparalleled speed. Additionally, the touchscreen has been
enhanced to allow you to navigate much more fluidly.

Worry-Free Performance
The whole purpose of technology is to make your life easier, and
the Luminex II certainly does that. With the exclusive Opus audio,
you’ll hear crystal clear recordings of the proceeding and be able to
edit much more efficiently. Not only that, but the Luminex II has an
incredible battery life and considerable memory capacity for those
long days without a break in the action. It also features a robust USB-C
cable connection, which will help prevent the frustration that comes
with fiddling with a cord behind your machine when hooking it up.
And, because file security is paramount, the Luminex II is built with
four independent file backup methods. When you have the Luminex
II, you can rest easy knowing your work is safe.

Impeccable Accuracy
In order to write at your best, you have to be able to adjust your
machine’s settings precisely as you want them. The Luminex II is our
most configurable writer to date. From the widest dynamic key range
ever to pinch-and-zoom touchscreen capabilities for your preferred
text size to Steno-Xray that allows you to adjust individual keystroke
sensitivity, you can be sure that the Luminex II fits the way you like to
work — and not the other way around. As an added helpful feature, the
depth-of-stroke and tension thumbwheels are now numbered, so you
never have to guess where you had them set if they happen to move
when you take the writer out of your bag.

Sleek and Modern Styling
The Luminex II is the new standard bearer in performance, but of
course it has to look beautiful, too. With premium finishes that reduce
scuffs and fingerprints, and clean, flowing lines, this machine is the most
attractive writer in history. Get it in all black, blush, smoke, or white.
But the beauty isn’t just for show. Ergonomics were at the forefront of
our design vision, again, further allowing you to write longer with less
fatigue. Last, but not least, the edge-to-edge glass LCD screen provides a
slimmer profile and modern feel.
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